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This is a collection of links to all things pyrotechnical on the 
internet. If there are any sites that you like and they are not 
listed here, you can help make this list more complete by 
adding a link yourself.

 

 
Catagories: 

 

Alan's Pyro Page 
Documentation, photos and videos of many pyro experiments.

Andyboys 
A few tutorials and movies.

Archived Jackie Whedbee 
Lost but not gone forever

Brian's Pyro Page 
Some of my projects and tools along with pictures from various celebrations.

Dan Williams Pyro Page 
Good tool projects and nice pictures.

Dexter's Pyro Page 
some nice how-to illustrations

Dimock's Pyro Page 
One of the oldest and most well known personal pyro pages around. Tons of 
quickly accessible links.

Donald Boscoe 
Good description of Clark's Giant Steel Fountain

Fireworks 
Fireworks in UK: Where to buy, what to buy, shows calendar, history, photography, 
party page, glossary etc.

fireworks international 
a very good platform for fireworks trade

Freakpyromaniacs 
Freakpyromaniacs is a dutch pyrosite, since 1999/2000 the largest firework source 
on the net (in the benelux). Alot of video's/photo's and a (dutch) forum. 
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Harold Bentley  
Nice rocket tooling

Inferno Labs 
Site with many high quality videos and a growing number of tutorials.

Interactive Fireworks Applet 
Create your own fireworks display by clicking your mouse on this java applet to 
launch computer generated shells.

Jackie Whedbee  
Erotic fireworks pics?

Krimzonpyro.com 
Rat_Bastard's site, including sections by him, DavidThePyro, EP, and Zero, all 
from the Totse Backyard Ballistics Forum.

Larry Crump 
lots of pictures

Maxpowa 
Contains info on tools, techniques and more.

Montreal Fireworks Competition Reports 
Paul Marriott's website containing updated reports during the montreal fireworks 
competitions, plus a backlog of reports from past years. Very nice collection of 
photographs from various competitions. Well designed site.

Peter Mcmalley 
ball mill pics

Petri Pikho's Pyro Page  
basic intro, nice pictures

PyroFX.COM 
A well designed site with user managed content. Excellent navigation scheme with 
lots of links and content.

PyroPlanet.com 
The doorway into the fireworks world. Featuring world news, links, stories, events 
and a directory of pyrotechnicans.

PyroReview.com 
The only interactive fireworks review site on the web! We also have a gallery with 
tons of 1.3g and 1.4g photos and videos, as well as a forum to discuss the world of 
fireworks.

Pyrosamm 
picture of big honkin' girandola

Randy Alberts 
'The Ultimate Star Pump'

Richard H's Pyro Page 
A basic overview of pyrotechnics. Based in the UK.

Richard Nakka's Experimental Rocketry Web Site 
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This web site is to share experiences, ideas and details of experimental rocketry 
with others who have a similar interest. Very good collection of rocket related links 
on this site.

Stephen Ashley 
Australian Fireworks

Steve Johnson's Pyro Page 

The Green Man 
English personal pyro page

Tom Smith 
large pyro glossary

Toni Busuttil's WebSite 
The man who first brought Maltese firework building techniques to the US now has 
his own website.

West Coast Pyrotechnics 
Canadian pyro page

Wouter Visser's Practical Pyrotechnics 
One of the better personal pyro pages. This one has a good deal of useful content 
and a rather extensive chemical dictionary.

   Copyright © 2002-2005 Passfire Labs, LLC.   
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